Home School Agreement

At Sunnyfields, we always strive to improve our behaviour and make Sunnyfields an even better place to come to school. Because of this, School Councillors and parents who attended ‘Tea and Talk’ with Ms Meyer have worked together to create a revised Home School Agreement. We are asking parents, children and staff to all sign the Home School Agreement so that we can make the very best learning environment for everyone.

Behaviour at Sunnyfields

We all love coming to Sunnyfields,
It’s a truly brilliant school,
But sometimes our behaviour,
Drives our teachers up the wall.

Not listening to the teacher,
And chatting in our class,
Shouting out when they are talking,
That disappoints them fast.

Being rude to any adult,
Or rude to another child,
Stresses us all out a lot,
And makes our teachers wild.

Arriving on the astro,
And swinging on the net,
It’s all rather risky
If it breaks we’ll be upset.

Taking or breaking property in school,
No matter what it is,
We definitely won’t get away with it,
We’ll really upset Liz.

We promise to be respectful,
And not to do these things,
Because we all love coming to Sunnyfields,
So we’ll behave like Queens and Kings.

Our poem

As well as revising the Home School Agreement, the Juniors all worked together in an Assembly to create a poem all about behaviour. We are sure that you will agree, it is written with humour but still manages to make a serious point.

The children all agree that their behaviour has always been very good in lessons and now that we have trained Mediators, Playground Pals and a new ‘Buddy Bus Stop outdoors, the behaviour in the playground will be even better.

School uniform

We have also been working on school uniform. Years 4-6 all need a long tie. Middle Phase children are welcome to wear an elasticated tie. Girls need to have a white shirt with a collar, a box pleat skirt or school trousers. No leggings are allowed. All students need proper black shoes not ones that appear like trainers. For P.E kits you will need the team colour shirt with the school logo and black shorts. Black tracksuit bottoms are advisable in the winter. For footwear, any trainers or plimsolls can be used. All children need a coat with a hood. P.E bags and Book bags can be bought at the school office.
Crime and Punishment

This half term, Oak Class have been learning about Crime and Punishment. They have been working on all the different periods in history and how Crime and Punishment has changed throughout the years. In this picture, pupils of Year 6 are seeing how much each part of the body costs in the Anglo-Saxon times. Post-it notes are placed on the body parts they lost during a ‘fight’.

After half term they will be visiting the Tower of London where they will have an incredible time looking at all the gruesome torture instruments!

Mayan Animations

Year 5 made stop animations for The Maya Creation Story. They worked in partners to write paragraphs using direct speech and descriptive language. Then drew backgrounds and characters for their animation. The children were really engaged in their learning.

Rotten Romans

Last week, Beech Class visited Verulamium Museum as part of their history topic on the ‘Rotten Romans’. They had great fun exploring the museum and finding out lots of interesting facts about life in Roman Britain. Another highlight was visiting the ruins of a Roman theatre and seeing where the local shops would have been nearly 2000 years ago. Finally, Y4 enjoyed an artefact workshop where real life Roman objects were placed on tables which they could handle and guess the purpose of each. Some lucky volunteers even got to dress up! Mickael was a strong Roman soldier, Safiya was a rich Roman woman, Yusuf was a wealthy Roman and Karolina was a rebellious Celt!

Rocks & Soils

Year Three have been learning about Rocks and Soils. It has been fun learning about different types of rocks and their properties. They even made their own fossils from shells and clay.

Healthy Living at Reception

All about Me

This term Reception have been focussing on healthy living and eating. As a class we decided what ingredients we would like to have in a fruit salad: orange, pear, apple, melon, grapes and kiwi. We also looked at keeping our bones healthy by drinking lots of milk!
Mini Beasts

Cherry Class enjoyed looking for minibeasts and learning about their habitats.

Toys in Maple Class

Maple class were learning about Toys in their history lessons. They visited the ‘Toy museum’ to have a practical experience with modern toys and toys from the past. They really had fun and created a toys timeline.

Purple Mash at Sunnyfields

Sunnyfields have been enjoying working on Purple Mash. They have used many different tools to create various projects on the child friendly website. Each class has made an amazing display which can be seen in the hall. Here are just a few amazing displays.